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Computation of Some Physical Properties of Lubricating Oils at 
High Pressures 

1. Density 

R. B. Dow AND C. E. FINK 

Sr/molof Chemistry alld Physics, The Peltt1sylvania State College, State College, Pentlsylmnia 

(Received October 24, 1939) 

From a survey of available data on the density of fluid lubricants as a function of pressure 
Jnll tcmperature, the fol\owing empirical equation !,Jas been derived: 

P = po(1 +ap- bp2),. 

, i. the density at a given pressure (gage) p and temperature t; PO is the corresponding density 
at atmospheric pressure. The constants a and b are evaluated over a temperature range extcnd
in~ Irom 20° to 220°F and the density equation is valid over a pressure range of 50,000 Ib./in.2• 

While the equation was derived from data on mineral oils it has been found to hold equal\y wel\ 
Ill( animal, vegetable, and fish oils. The variation of density with pressure is independent of 
the nature of the oil. 

,,!If to compute the thermodynamic char
I.,;.tics of an oil at high pressure it is 

" that the specific volume or density be 
., ~I a function of temperature and pressure. 

,In'. in problems of lubrication design it is 
t"''''~'I')T to convert from the dynamic to 

.1!tnl.llic coefficient of viscosity, and vice 
I~t in order to do this at high pressures 
Iymilies must be known over the range of 
1 inmtved. It is the purpose of this paper 
<tnt a practical means for calculating 

'" (I\'I'r a pressure range up to 50,000 Ib, j in.2 

.mlures between 20 and 220°F. These 
" cJ pressure and temperature are those 

r'y encountered in many problems of 
;. (\ in the fields of engineering and 
'~ rhysics, and although data could be 

I rradily at higher pressures, provided 
1r Itl1lpcrature was also raised so that the 
d mnain fluid, the investigation would 
~"nr one of academic interest rather than 

".11 il11portance. 
oX of five petroleum lubricants have 
fHll rrd by Hyde l at 104°F over a pressure 

. 115,000 Ib./in.2• Similar data were ob
n lour petroleum oils by Dow2 at 77°F, 
InJ 167°F at pressures up to 50,000 
1\11\' and Fenske3 obtained data on an oil 

I li"Jr, Proc. Roy. Soc. A97, 240 (1920). 
t II",.). Wash. Acad. Sci. 24, 516 (1934). 

, ' and M. R. Fenske, In~. and Eng. Chern. 27, 

11 11, MAY, 1940 ' 

at 104°F and 167°F at pressures up to 50,000 
Ib.jin.2, and then fractionated the oil into narrow
boiling cuts and obtained data on ten of these 
cuts. 

The striking result of all these investigations is 
the fact that, within the range of experimental 
error, all of the oils have the same compressibility. 
Thus the oils studied in Europe by Hyde, who 
used the moving piston type of apparatus to 
make his measuremen ts, showed the same be
havior in this respect as the oils studied in this 
country by Dow who used the sylphon apparatus. 
Furthermore, the work of Dow included extreme 
types of oils such as a typical Pennsylvania oil 
which is noted for its high paraffinicity and low 
temperature coefficient of viscosity, and a typical 
Gulf Coast oil which is characterized by the fact 
that it contains large amounts of naphthenic and 
aromatic types of molecules and has a relatively 
high temperature coefficient of viscosity. The 
work of Dow and Fenske, moreover, shows that 
the g~nerality in regard to compressibility may 
be extended to narrow-boiling fractions which 
vary considerably in boiling point and molecular 
weight. This insensitivi'ty of compressibility, 
within the range of experimental error, among 
the wide variety of oils studied is strikingly 
different from other properties that have been 
studied under pressure, as, for example, viscosity.4 

From an experimental standpoint, therefore, 

'R. B. Dow, J. App. Phys. 8, 367 (1937). 
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the available density data for oils at high pres
sure appear to be adequate for present needs. The 
fact that al~ of the oils studied show the same 
compressibility indicates the desirability of con
structin~ standard density-pressure curves. The 
practical means adopted by the writers to 
express these curves in a form convenien t for 
calculation of density at high pressure is an 
empirical equation that reproduces the standard 
curves that were drawn as averages of the 
experimental data. Interpolation and extrapola
tion were used, as explained later, to amplify and 
extend the range of usefulness of the equation. 

DETAILS OF COMPUTATION 

The pressure-density data of Hyde,l Dow,2 and 
Dow and Fenske3 were plotted on graph paper of 
large enough scale that the coordinates of any 
point could be read to four significant figures. To 
facilitate computation, density ratios p/ po were 
plotted against pressure. P is the density in 
g/ cm3 at any fixed temperature and pressure and 
Po is the corresponding density at the same 
temperature and atmospheric pressure. Tempera
ture is expressed in degrees Fahrenheit and 
pressure in pounds per square inch gage. Curves 
were constructed for temperatures of 77°, 104° 
and 167°F. They were found to have the same 
general shape as those obtained by Bridgman 5 

for many pure liquids; i.e., the density increases 
quite rapidly as pressure is first applied but at a 
slower rate at higher pressures. For example, in 
the case of oils at 104°F the density increases by 
about 5.3 percent for the first 15,000 Ib./in.2 but 
only by an additional 3.2 percent for the next 
15,000Ib. / in.2• 

The distribution of points with reference to the 
curves is of importance in determining the 
relative precision of the data. The three studies 
gave density values for twenty oils at various 
temperatures and pressures. Four of the oils had 
been studied at all three temperatures, five at 
104° only, and eleven at 104° and 167°F. It is 
evident that the data are not enough for a 
critical study of accuracy by the method of least 
squares. Consequently, curves were drawn in 
such a way that they passed through the averages 
of all the plotted points. At 77° the maximum 

I P. W. Bridgman, Peoe. Am. Aead. A ,& S 66, 185 
(1931). 
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deviation of any point from the averaO'c \\,1 ( • 
" .. , I 

percent; at 167°, 0.7 percent; and at 10ol°F \ 
, "" most representative since data frol11 all II Hh 

. studies were available, 0.9 percent. 
Tab~e I illustrates the distribution of Ii 

011. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

TABLE J. Dwsity ratios of twenty oils at 
10,650 lb. /in.' altd 1040 F. 

-= 
OBSERVER 

DE:O;SI'I\' )(, . 

P '1ll 

Dow amI Fenskc I.1Ll .l 
Dow 1.11.1S 
Dow I.Il.1i 
Dow 1.0.\i 
Dow 1.03i 
Dow and Fcnskc 1.0.1i 
Dow and Fenskc 1.0.1i 
Dow and Fcnske 1.0.1S 
Dow and Fcnskc 1.0.IX 
Dow and Fcnskc I.lUS 
Dow and Fcnske . l .mS 
H ydc 1.0.\9 
Dow and Fcnskc 1.0.1<) 
H ydc 1.0411 
Dow and Fcnskc 1.04 11 
Dow and· F enskc 1,040 
Hydc 1.041 
H ydc 1.04 2 
Dow and Fcnskc I.Ot\ 
Hydc 1.045 

Average 1.039 

densities measured at 10,650 Ib. / in. 2 for a tell\[lI" 
ature of 104°F. Three investigators, worki r.. 
with twenty different oils, are represented bl' th· 
data. The arithmetic average is seen to be i.03'J 
as compared with 1.040 obtained graphicall l 
indicating that the graphic method of avera~i '; . 
is sufficiently accurate. The average deviati,,: 
from the mean of a single observation is seen t, 
be ±0.002 and the percentage deviation of tho 
mean is ±0.04. 

The absolute error involved in the measurl" 
ments is probably somewhat greater than thl 
precision might seem to indicate. Both the pistr,; 
displacement and the sylphon methods of mea· 

uring volume change are quite complicated i' 
comparison with the simple and accurate methr.: 
of weighing with a specific gravity bottle .' 
atmospheric pressure. Furthermore, the measure· 
ment of the absolute pressure in the syskl 
introduces errors which are not involved if 
ordinary atmospheric gravity determination· 
Bridgman 6 indicates that the absoluLe erw 
involved in the measurement of density IIncit" 
pressure might generally be expected Lo be 2 or : 

• 
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,nl at constnnt temperature. The fact that 
,.0>« i. !,ooc\ ngreement between the data of 
.,..." hollsed the piston displacement method, 

,l:h.lt of Dow, and Dow and Fenske, who used 
."_ .-Iphon method, would seem to indicate, 

'\'r that the absolute error involved in the ,n f 

.jn'lllcnts under consideration at constant ,'f" 
";',d.lt llre might be somewhat less than what 
,,: IOlhcrwise be expected. 

f'!' ~1.l hly the source of greatest error lies in the 
"iall.l tion and extrapolation . Data were avail
_ Jt ollly three temperatures; namely, 77°, 
' .. Ind 167°F. By interpolation and extrapola-
of these data, a system was evolved by 

• • of which densities can be calculated at 
. ,. \ .ll~ of 10° between the limits of 20° and 
'.'F. The method employed was to construct 

'.J~ 1Il' density-temperature isobars at atmos
.• !ic prl'SSlIre, 10,000 Ib. / in.2, and 20,000 Ib. / in.2 

"".ldill~ off the relative densities at 77°, 104° 
~I 16ioF from the relative density-pressure 
" rt already described. While only three points 

. ,'", 11;(,'(\ to determine these isobars, the uncer

. .1I1 \" in locating the curves accurately was not 
~.l l as might be expected at first thought. 

1""llive density increases slowly with tempera
. .., at constant pressure, and for the experi
I"'ul range considered here does not depart 
"Il ly from linearity. Moreover, the isobar at 
"".phcric pressure could be located with ex-
• ~( accuracy with the aid of the National 

1'1:1".111 of Standards tables6 that show the change 
, ~n'ity of petroleum oils with temperature at 
""phcric pressure. At this point it is to be 
(" I that the National Bureau of Standards 
, , indicate that oils in the range of specific 

d in the 111\'.... ni t)" of the present ones under consideration 
greater th.III II, It a thermal coefficient of expansion of 

lte. Both tlw pi.- • l ' \0-1 per OF at atmospheric pressure. The 
methods of 0". "J ~rs of the corresponding values reported by 

lite complir.lh I 1 "' .' and by Dow and Fenske3 were 37 X 10-6 

nd accurate I1Ir,l , ' ~ " ql X 10- 6, respectively. This variation of the 
gravity hlll\k: ~ '"',i(' lIt can be taken as the possible error in 

rmore, the lilt'.\' • fr lllperature measurements, since the appa-
-ure 111 thr ~\ ,'I' 'w ed at the National Bureau of Standards 
e not i'l\"oh l I ,; douhtless better suited to measuring the 
ity detcrmill:lh " !";.phcric isobar than the sylphon apparatus 
the al>soll1\1' f '" 

nt of densit y It , 

expected to hI' 1 
• 
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' \lIional nurcau of Standards Circular C41O, United 
... t;U\,crnmcnt Printing Office, Washington, D, C. 
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used by these other invest igators. Thus the 
atmospheric isobar was first cOlTccled to bring it 
into line with the National Bureau of Standards 
values, and the other isobars were then corrected 
correspondingly. By using this system of cor
rection, the actual shape of the density-pressure 
curves was left unchanged, and the intercept on 
the density axis was corrected only to bring the 
atmospheric densities into line with the National 
Bureau of Standards tables. 

DENSITY EQUATION 

In order to express the graphical results in a 
simple form that can be used readily for the 
calculation of density at various pressures and 
temperatures when the density at atmospheric 
pressure is known at a particular temperature, 
the following empirical equation was developed, 

P = po(1 +ap - bp2) /. (1) 

In this equation P is the density in g/ cm3 at any 
stated temperature t and pressure p, and po is the 
density at the same temperature at atmospheric 
pressure. Temperatures are expressed in degrees 
Fahrenheit and pr~ssures in pounds per square 
inch gage. The symbols a and b represent con
stants at any given temperature. Values for a 
and b are given in Table II. 

TEMP. 
OF 

20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 

100 
110 
120 

TABLE I I. Density constants a and b as fltncti011s 
of temperature . 

TEMP. 
a b OF a b 

3.96XI0-a 7.3 X 10-11 130 4.50XlO-6 5.3XlO··1I 

4.02 7.0 140 4.53 5.1 
4.08 6.8 150 4.56 5.0' 
4.14 6.6 160 4.59 4.9 
4.19 6.4 170 4.6l 4.8 
4.24 6.2 180 4.63 4.7 
4.29 6.0 190 4.64 4.6 
4.34 5.8 200 4.66 4.5 
4.38 5.7 210 4.67 4.4 
4.42 5.5 220 4.68 4.4 
4.46 5.4 

The method used to compute the values of a 
and b IS readily explained. For each of the 
temperatures li~ted values of p/ Po were taken 
from the isobars constructed as described in a 
previous section, and a and b were evaluated 
using simultaneous equations of the type of Eq. 
(1). The values so calculated were then plotted as 
shown in Fig. 1 and Table II was cOllstructed 
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FIG. 1. Calculated values of a and bas funGtions of temperature; ax, boo 'lId and c 
Jum by val 

from values read from smooth curves through 
these plots, 

If the density of an oil is known at atmospheric 
pressure and it is desired to calculate its density 
at some other pressure, it is only necessary to 
refer to the values of a and b of Table II at the 
temperature under consideration and make the 
calculation by means of Eq. (1). If the known 
atmospheric density is at a temperature different 
from that required in the final answer, the 
atmospheric density is first adjusted to the 
desired temperature by means of one of the 
methods already known to the petroleum indus
try, as, for example, the National Bureau of 
Standards tables6 referred to already. 

DISCUSSION 

I t is the belief of the writers that the system 
developed in this paper offers the best means so 
far described for the calculation of density of 
lubricating oils at various pressures from their 
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'" deposite 
known densities at atmospheric pressure. Taki· . . ,sited in on 

all of the possible sources of error, discussed in, llternately 

previous section, into account, it is believed lh' OIoly bdenun 

the error in any density computed by Ib . The tran 

system is not above 3 to 5 percen t. \ncss of ab 
.\r distancc 

While the density equation, as given aholl trogra ph sc i 

was derived from data on mineral oils, il is .. , stra tified 

interest to note that it has been found lo Ill .' :cially impo 

equally well, using the same table of vallics f, .l<ity of tlti< 

tl d b f . I 11 "1 was found le constants a an , or an1tl1a , vegela) c. ~ r ; I'f II 

. . f . " 1 e for th 
fish OIls, lIlS0 ar as there are data availaj,1, "sug t ' ges 5 a 
I-Iyde l obtained data at one temperature' · of diffusion 

castor oil, trotter oil, rape oil, a nd sperm (,:' Its of solids 

Dow2 obtained data at three temperalures ified films, 

lard oil and sperm oil. Using the atmospht ' .ueh an art 

densities reported by these investigators for lh, 
oils, a number of density computations Wl'; 

made at various pressures and temperalur THEN th 
using Eq. (1). The values so obtained were lh. started l 

compared with the experimental values report . ] D 
, C • uMo 

by Hyde and Dow. For ten such calculaltl 'l, also for u 

made, the equation reproduced the experil1lcnl ;rcbfleetors 5 
eu ner, Ann 
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II> wilhin 0.5 percent in nine cases, and to 
',1. 1.0 percent in al\ cases. While the data are 
.. In,·ielll to show definitely that the method 
'-ub lillg densities developed in this paper is ... 
,..Ihle to these other types of oils, there 
1 10 be good indication that it is. 
, Ihermodynamic quantities of interest, the 
It/mal compressibility and the thermal ex
.. , il)" C;Jn be calculated from the data of this 
• 1 The compressibility can be obtained by 
'ffllialion of the density equation at the 
,d"ature corresponding to the constants a 
t. ~ nd, if computed at two pressures, shows 
,.(lnal decrease with increase of pressure. On 

the other hand, if the compressibility is calculated 
at two temperatures, it will be found to increase 
with temperature. The thermal expansivity can 
be calculated by applying the density equation a~ 
two temperatures at constant pressure. If compu
tations are made at two pressures it will be found 
that the expansivity decreases also with increase 
of pressure. In regard to these derived quantities 
it should be noted that they cannot be calculated 
to an accuracy claimed for the basic density data . 
However, this lack of accuracy becomes im
portant only at the lowest pressures where 
possible inaccuracy in measuring pressure by 
means of the manganin coil is recognized. 

An X-Ray Method of Determining Rates of Diffusion in the Solid State 

]ESSE DuMoND AND J. PAUL YOUTZ 
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California 

(Received November 7, 1939) 

" ~ nd copper were simultaneously deposited in 
1M I.y vaporization on a plate of glass, the copPer 
.kpositcd at a uniform rate while the gold was 
,~"l in one hundred stratified layers in the copper 
.I.rn.ltely raising and lowering the temperature of 
"/l hdcnul11 vaporizing trough containing the boiling 

The translucent deposit so formed had a total 
.... of about 1O,000A and hence an average inter
d,!lancc of 100A. In an especially constructed x-ray 
v~rh se lective diffraction of Mo K radiation from 

• ~ra lificd films was observed corresponding to the 
,.llIy imposed periodicity of the stratification and the 
'I)' of this diffracted image relative to the direct 

I 'H found to fall off with time so as to indicate a 
Ir" for the stratified structure of about two days. 

'., ~rm a general method for the study of average 
-I diffusion and the determination of diffusion coef
. 0( solids in solids by utilizing the decay of such 

lrd 6lms. Simple theoretical considerations indicate 
lYh an artificial stratification should, through the 

I. INTRODUCTION 

. 'liEN the experiments here described were" 
~1rtedl our purpose in trying by con

.. J. DuMond and ' ]. P. Youtz, Phys. Rev. 48, 703 
11'0 for unsuccessful attempts to produce artificial 

.I'! firctors see H. Koeppe, DissertatIon Gieszen 1923, 
'.hncr, Ann. d. Physik 5, 261 (1930) • 
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action of diffusion alone, rapidly and automatically lose 
the higher Fourier harmonics of its periodic density dis
tribution function and retain the fundamental in such a 
way as to render the determination of the diffusion coef
ficient quite accurate. The observed behavior of the dif
fracted maxima seem to support these expectations as does 
also the absence of any intensity in higher orders than the 
first. This purification by diffusion probably takes place 
principally during the depositing process itself while the 
temperatures are still quite high. Formulae are derived 
relating the observed rate of decay of the diffracted in
tensity, the artificial "grating constant" of the strata, and 
the diffusion coefficient. The method seems especially 
promising for substances and temperatures where diffusion 
is so slow as to be otherwise quite unobservable because 
the diffusion time varies as the square of the distance over 
which atoms must migrate and in this method these 
distances are many orders of magnitude smaller than in 
any other. 

trolled evaporation in vacuum to produce arti
ficiaI�y stratified 'layers of two different substances 
(gold and copper) was to develop, if possible, a 
technique of measuring the absolute wave-length 
of x-rays by a type of diffraction more nearly 
resembling Bragg reflection than is the case in the 
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